Morimura Yasumasa Sickness Beauty Self Portrait Actress
yasumasa morimura bio - d1lfxha3ugu3d4oudfront - “yasumasa morimura” galeria juana de aizpuru,
madrid “a story of m’s self-portraits” kawasaki city museum, kawasaki “a photographic show of murmur and
hum” bunkamura gallery, tokyo “inside the studio, yasumasa morimura,” japan society, new york (talk) site
santafe, santa fe, new mexico “self-portraits”, ca di fa, milan, italy seeing his own absence: culture and
gender in yasumasa ... - and gender in yasumasa morimura s photographic self-portraits joonsung yoon this
paper discusses yasumasa morimura s photographic self-portraits, in order to examine how the artist s
gendered and cultural contexts are dialectically used to construct his other and to identify his own self.
yasumasa morimura, a japanese morimura yasumasa biography - shugoarts - morimura yasumasa
biography 1951 born in osaka, japan lives and works in osaka, japan solo exhibitions 2018 my chronicle 1985 2018−my art, my story, my art history, shugoarts, tokyo yasumasa morimura: ego obscura, japan society, new
york 2017 yasumasa morimura. the history of the self-portrait, pushikin museum, moskow, russia asumasa
morimura - luhringaugustine - yasumasa morimura: from van gogh to marilyn, satani gallery, tokyo, japan
yasumasa morimura: the sickness unto beauty—self-portrait as actress, yokohama museum of art, yokohama,
japan* 1995 prelude for [the sickness unto beauty], soh gallery, tokyo, japan yasumasa morimura: leg, soh
gallery, tokyo, japan 1994 asumasa morimura - exhibit-e - yasumasa morimura 4 yasumasa morimura: the
sickness unto beauty—self-portrait as actress, yokohama museum of art, yokohama, japan* 1995 prelude for
[the sickness unto beauty], soh gallery, tokyo, japan yasumasa morimura: leg, soh gallery, tokyo, japan 1994
morimura yasumasa biography - shugoarts - morimura yasumasa biography solo exhibitions 2013 “las
meninas renacen de noche” shiseido gallery, tokyo “yasumasa morimura: rembrandt room revisted”, hara
museum, tokyo “yasumasa morimura: theater of the self” the andy warhol museum, pitsburg, usa 2012 “selfportrait as history of art (extract)” miyanomori international yasumasa morimura solo exhibitions: 2013 yasumasa morimura 1951 born in osaka 1978 b.a. graduated from kyoto city university of art solo exhibitions:
2013 las meninas renancen de noche, shiseido gallery, tokyo yasumasa morimura rembrandt room
revisited - 1996 yasumasa morimura: from van gogh to marilyn, satani gallery, tokyo; luhling augustine
gallery, new york 1994 yasumasa morimura - rembrandt room, hara museum of contemporary art, tokyo
psychoborg: madonna, michael, morimura, the ginza art space, tokyo 1993 the sickness unto beauty vol.1-5,
nishida gallery, nara from durer to the selfie: the art of portraiture - 5859 - amano, tarm. "can
yasumasa morimura save humanity?," in morimura yasumasa, the sickness unto beauty: self-portrait as
actress, exh. cat. (yokahama: yokahama museum of art, 1996), 145-152. chino, kaori, "a man pretending to be
a woman: on yasumasa morimura's actresses," ?," in morimura yasumasa, the sickness unto beauty: selfportrait as announcing the summary of exhibition contents and the ... - in 1988, morimura was invited
to take part in the aperto section of the 43rd venice biennale, and over the years, he has participated in
countless important exhibitions. selected solo exhibitions in japan include, the sickness unto beauty: selfportrait as actress “japan’s man of many faces” newsweek. august 6, 2001 (p. 5) - “japan’s man of
many faces” newsweek. august 6, 2001 (p. 5) audrey hep - burn, frida kahlo and liza minnel- li?nah,just
morimura. japan's man of many faces apanese portrait artist yasumasa morimu- ra photographs his face onto
masterworks by van gogh and rembrandt. he has
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